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Dear Readers,

Welcome to the October edition of The Good Life. This month, Jim
Parker writes about the ‘how’ of investing – it's not just what you
invest in but the approach you take to investing.

You might have forgotten but 30 years ago on the 19 October
1987we had a huge stock market crash. Can you remember?
What were you doing on that day? Did you lose? I did because I
had to sell.

Here’s something to consider – an investment in the ASX 300 index
from January 1987 to December 2016 would have grown over 13
times (8.99% annualised return) while an equivalent investment in
the S&P 500 by 16 times (9.85% pa) (excluding taxes or charges).

Good News … We’re ALWAYS Confident about the Future
We’re continually blown away by what’s happening in what we call
the EXPONENTIAL WORLD for a faster, easier, cheaper and
better future. These advances will make many existing companies
obsolete. Expect to see a substantial fall in the cost of living and
more people accessing services that once were only the preserve
of the rich.

This month, we have another mind-blowing collection of ideas and
inventions that are changing our world irrevocably and for the
better: Tesla in Puerto Rico, robot farmers planting and harvesting
barley; DNA surgery on embryos to remove disease; molecular
robots and batteries activated by saliva!! And what about … 37
minutes New York to Shanghai? Watch the video!

Numbers – Public Social Spending (% of GDP)
Let’s look at OECD countries and how much they spend on social
programs – health; old age, incapacity-related benefits, family,
active-labour market programs, unemployment and housing.

Leading the way is France with 31.55% of GDP. How about
Australia? We’re close to bottom, together with the US at 19.15%
and below the UK at 21.49% and a slew of European countries.

Perhaps we have to get serious about the NDIS and also try to
develop new industries (see all the EXPONENTIAL opportunities) to foster our great universities and develop all the
amazing research taking place.

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 2.0 2.2 2.4 4.1 1.5

Two-year 2.1 2.5 2.7 4.6 1.8
Five-year 1.6 3.4 4.1 6.3 2.6

Long Term

Australian
Shares
Large 10.7 11.8 7.7 3.8 4.4
Value 16.0 17.3 9.5 3.9 4.8
Small 3.8 14.6 7.7 2.1 4.7

Global Shares
Large 17.1 9.3 12.1 5.8 8.2
Value 20.5 10.8 10.9 4.9 5.5
Small 19.0 11.5 15.2 8.1 7.5

Emerging
Markets

18.2 13.6 7.6 2.7 12.9

Real  Estate -2.0 8.9 12.5 -0.4 -1.2

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI Bloomberg Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

S&P/ASX 300 REIT Index

Data presented may be based on a
combination of simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not
indicative of future performance.



The Seven Virtues of Process

, September 14, 2017

Success as an investor starts with the key questions of why, what, where, when and how.
Why are you investing? What are your priorities? Where is your destination? When do you
hope to get there? But it's the 'how' that's often overlooked.

'How' relates to process. It's not just what you invest in but the approach you take to investing. This means adopting set
guidelines to deal with whatever financial markets – and life generally – might throw at you on the way to where you're
going.

Process is critical for several reasons. Here are seven:

1. A process means setting pre-agreed rules with your advisor to keep you focused on your goals. Without rules,
you may be more likely to act on emotion triggered by the headline of the day or whatever other distraction
everyone is talking about.

2. The second advantage of having a process is that it can be tied to broad principles. For instance, agreeing that
diversification improves the reliability of outcomes may leave you less prone to chasing the latest hot new stock
or sector.

3. Having a process keeps you focused on elements within your control – like dividing your wealth between stocks,
bonds, property and cash, diversifying within those categories, rebalancing regularly, and watching costs and
taxes.

4. The process is repeatable. The focus is on skill and execution, not on luck or providence. Of course, things will
always happen that you didn't anticipate. But your reliance on chance is less with a set process than when you
are just winging it.

5. A process acts as a yardstick. When news breaks, having a process can give you pause for thought. "This news
is interesting and diverting, but is it sufficient to change how you are proceeding?" your advisor may ask. The
answer is usually no.

6. A process can be personalised. Each person is unique, with different tastes and preferences and risk appetites.
Perhaps you feel more comfortable with a larger cushion of cash that can be replenished at regular intervals. If
this process keeps you on track and helps you better live with volatility then it most likely a good process.

7. Finally, a process does not have to be set in stone. Circumstances change. Needs evolve. A single process can
never incorporate every eventuality. The key point is that the process can be reviewed and adjusted based on
experience and what is happening in each individual's life, not to what is going on externally.

Of course, processes work best when they are integrated. Otherwise, a minor change elsewhere can throw you off
track. Think of what happens in a restaurant if attention to the quality of ingredients, menu and execution in the kitchen
is not matched by attention to quality of service in the dining room.

Likewise, an investor who has agreed with her advisor on following strong processes around her individual plan will not
be served well if those managing her money are not delivering on what they said they would do. In contrast, integrated
processes that share and maintain a single vision tend to reinforce each other.

Ultimately, process provides structure for your investment journey. The world will always be complex and uncertain, and
there will always be a host of potential distractions. But just having a structure in itself can deliver you a level of
reassurance.

With a process, you are less likely to pursue the uncontrollable or ‘irrepeatable’ – whether wasting time and money
trying to second-guess markets or chasing last year's winners or switching your investment strategy based on whatever
is fashionable at any one moment.

Instead of trying to ride your luck or intuition, you are methodically and steadily following a repeatable and defensible
process that your advisor has designed with your goals, circumstances and preferences at heart.



Ultimately, paying attention to process makes your destination more achievable.

We hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in or ways we can
improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can
register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

John McMorrow
Editor
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That Bit Extra…
More Amazing Research Happenings in the
EXPONENTIAL WORLD to Make Our Lives Better…

Faster, Easier, Cheaper, Bigger Futures

The future is almost here –
Tesla sends Powerwall batteries to storm-ravaged Puerto Rico

What it is: Tesla has stepped up to help restore electrical power to Puerto Rico following a personal investment of
US$250,000 from CEO Elon Musk. Tesla employees went into action right after Hurricane Maria hit, shipping hundreds
of Powerwall batteries and deploying Tesla employees to install them, repair existing solar panels and support local
organisations’ efforts to rebuild the hurricane-ravaged island. Digital Trends reports that Tesla also helped Florida
residents evacuate ahead of Hurricane Irma, remotely upgrading the batteries of every Model S 60 and Model X 60
registered in the state.

Why it's important: More evidence that entrepreneurs — and the companies they create — now have the power to
take on global challenges alongside governments and large organisations. What if Tesla’s energy-saving aid to Puerto
Rico enables the island to leapfrog countries that are dependent on fossil fuels?

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield



Robot farmers plant and harvest barley

What it is: Hands Free Hectare is a barley farm in rural England
that runs entirely without humans. The farm of 0.6 hectares (1.5
acres) is a joint project between Harper Adams University and
Precision Decisions and uses autonomous vehicles and drones
to plant, tend and harvest the crop from start to finish — all
without human intervention.

Why it's important: A century ago, machines revolutionised
agriculture and the industry is again experiencing a paradigm
shift in efficiency and scale. “There’s no technological reason
why a field can’t be farmed without humans working the land
directly now... we’ve [proved] that,” said Martin Abell of Precision
Decisions.
Spotted by Aryadeep S. Acharya / Written by Marissa Brassfield

DNA surgery on embryos removes disease
What it is: In a world first, a team of Chinese researchers altered
lab-made embryos via a technique called base editing to remove
the blood disorder beta-thalassemia. As the BBC reports, “The
potentially life-threatening disease is caused by a change to a
single base in the genetic code, known as a point mutation. The
team in China edited it back. They scanned DNA for the error,
then converted a G to an A, correcting the fault.”

Why it's important: This research is an exciting look into a new
frontier of preventative treatment where we can cure inherited
genetic diseases in the embryo stages. Professor David Liu, a
base editing pioneer at Harvard University, says this technique is
more efficient, with fewer undesirable side effects, than CRISPR.

Spotted by Peter Diamandis / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Scientists create world’s first molecular robot capable of building molecules

What it is: Scientists at the University of Manchester have
created the world’s first ‘molecular robot.’ At just a millionth of a
millimeter in size, its arm can be programmed to move and build
molecules from the atom top, creating materials and larger
structures in much the same way a robot works on an assembly
line. Because these robots function using basic chemistry which
is well understood, applications span a wide range of materials
and industries, from plastics to medicines.

Why it's important: The digitisation of manufacturing
dramatically reduces the need for materials, power requirements
and barriers to innovation and experimentation. As this trend
accelerates to the molecular level, what new materials and

discoveries will be made?
Spotted by Dan Quimby / Written by Jason Goodwin

New battery is activated by saliva
What it is: Researchers at Binghamton University and the State
University of New York have developed a battery that activates
with saliva. The bacteria-powered battery contains inactive,
freeze-dried exoelectrogenic cells that begin generating power
just minutes after being activated with a drop of saliva. In this
proof-of-concept experiment, 16 microbial fuel cells on a single
sheet of paper were able to power an LED.

Why it's important: Because saliva is readily available, even in
the most challenging settings, future versions of this microbial fuel
cell could be used to power disposable diagnostics. “On-demand



micro-power generation is required, especially for point-of-care diagnostic applications in developing countries,” said
Seokheun Choi of Binghamton University, who led the research. “Commercial batteries or other energy harvesting
technologies are too expensive and over-qualified [for those applications]... they [also] pose environmental pollution
issues.”

Spotted by David Walters / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Our World in Data from Max Roser
The main message from the chart below is that the explosive process of globalisation that we have experienced in the
past couple of centuries took place at the same time when governments increased their potential for taxing and
redirecting resources through public policies, particularly social transfers.

https://ourworldindata.org/historical-poverty-reductions-more-than-a-story-about-free-market-
capitalism/?utm_source=Our+World+in+Data+%E2%80%93+Newsletter&utm_campaign=c4db840ec6-
Newsletter_OurWorldInData_No4_Trust&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_2e166c1fc1-c4db840ec6-263337049

Why should we care?
It’s true that the historical reduction of extreme poverty around the world happened as markets liberalised and capitalism
flourished. But it is also true that this reduction of poverty and improvement of living conditions happened at the time
that public spending and redistribution to the worst off reached by far the highest levels ever.

The point we want to emphasise is that the world economy has changed in many ways in the past two centuries, and
while globalisation has been a key factor contributing to raising living standards across the world, its positive effects
have been modulated by public policies, particularly social transfers.

This matters because policies aimed at liberalising trade, and policies aimed at providing social safety nets, are often
advocated by different groups. And it is common for these groups to argue that they are in conflict. Both economic
theory and the empirical evidence from the fight against extreme poverty suggest that this is a mistake – globalisation
and social policy should be treated as complements rather than substitutes.



Massive Transformative Purpose
from Peter Diamandis
Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos are predicted to be the two wealthiest people on the planet given the dramatic rise of
SpaceX, Tesla and Amazon, as well as their large ownership in their respective companies.

As a space cadet (since the age of 9), this is incredibly exciting news given that both men have committed their wealth
to opening up the space frontier.

Elon announced a new rocket ship – codenamed BFR – capable of taking 100 people to Mars.

New York to Shanghai in 37 Minutes
The same vehicle, traveling at nearly 29,000 km/h, can take 100+ commuters from New York to Shanghai in about 37
minutes.

The idea of point-to-point ‘suborbital’ travel has been discussed for more than 20 years, however this is the first time I’ve
personally seen a concept that I believe is feasible.

Check out this video to learn more

Between autonomous Teslas, the Hyperloop concept and now suborbital rocket travel, Elon is revolutionising travel both
on and off the Earth.

Why? What is Elon’s MTP?
What’s driving Elon’s Massively Transformative Purpose (MTP)? It’s the same notion we’ve been discussing in our
Abundance Community.

“Fundamentally, the future is vastly more exciting and interesting if we are a spacefaring civilisation and a multi-planet
species versus not,” said Elon, speaking recently at the global aerospace community at the International Astronautical
Congress (IAC) in Adelaide.

“You want to be inspired by things, to wake up in the morning and think that the future is going to be great. And that’s
what being a spacefaring civilisation is all about.”



Taking the BFR to the Moon & Mars
The BFR is a two-stage vehicle capable of accommodating 100 passengers in 40 cabins to Mars or the Moon. The
vehicle is powered by 31 Raptor engines, burning methane and oxygen.

Elon’s entire BFR architecture is based on refuelling in Earth orbit – which by the way – is the primary purpose that
Planetary Resources has been created, to obtain oxidizer (LOX) from asteroids.

Regarding the Moon, with a single refuelling in Earth orbit, the BFR can take passengers and cargo all the way to the
Moon’s surface and the back to the surface of the Earth in a fashion that would enable the construction of Moon Base
Alpha.

As Elon said, “It’s 2017, we should have a Lunar Base by now! What the hell is going on?”

How about Mars?
The Earth-Mars orbital synchronisation occurs every 2 years so there are opportunities every 2 years.

At the IAC, Elon announced the goal of 2 cargo missions to the Martian surface by 2022, with a crewed mission of 4
BFRs in 2024. He announced that the tooling for the BFR is already under construction and construction of the BFR
begins in Q1 2018.

The first mission would be to find water and the second mission would be to build the propellant tank (mining and
refining water and extracting the CO2 out of the atmosphere to create methane for the Raptor engines).

What does this mean?

What do you think?

How insane does this sound to you?

Can you appreciate that we’re alive during an age where individuals (Elon or Jeff) are pulling off what was once only
possible by the greatest nations?

We’re living during a time when astonishing surprises are materialising at an ever-increasing rate. When seemingly
insane or science fiction ideas are routinely becoming real and commonplace (and at an ever-increasing rate).

Today, older, linear-thinking companies (think: the US industrial-military complex) will become massively disrupted
faster and faster. Ultimately, we’re living during a time when an exponential entrepreneur, powered by their MTP,
Moonshot and exponential technologies can change the world (or worlds).


